In this paper the author has tried to consider a Dual channel logic communication system. The purpose of this paper is to accomplished the reliability of dual channel logic communication system using Boolean function technique the failure and repair rates of the subsystem. The whole system consists of five main parts. First part of the system is a type I and it has three sections in a parallel redundancy .Second part of the system is a Transmitter. Third part of the system is Communication Channel which has two sections in parallel redundancy. Fourth part of the system is receiver .The fifth part of the system consists of the three parallel outputs; these five parts are connected in series. The author has been used the Boolean functions to evaluate ability measures of the considered system. Reliability of the whole system has obtained in three different cases as when the reliability of each component of the system is R, if failure rates follow Weibull time distribution and the failures follows exponential time distribution.
Introduction
[1] Gupta P.P. Agarwal S.C. has applied a Boolean Algebra Method for Calculations of Reliability [2] Gupta P.P. Kumar Arvind, M.T.T.F Analysis and Reliability of Power Plant. [5] Sharma, Deepankar, Sharma, Neelam, some Reliability Parameters for Dual channel logic communication system By Boolean function Technique and Sharma Deepankar, [6] Sharma Neelam, find the Reliability and M.T.T.F. of Solar voltaic cell. In this paper, the author has considered a Dual channel logic communication System. The whole system consists of five main parts. First part of the system is a sender it has three sections type I (k 1 ), type II (k 2 ), type III (k 3 ) in parallel redundancy. Second part of the system is Transmitter (k 4 ) once the source signal has been converted into an electric signal, the transmitter will modify this signal for efficient transmission. Third part of the system is communication channel it has two sections k 5 and k 6 it modifies simply referring to the medium by which a signal travels. Fourth part is Receiver is the destination of the message. The receiver task is to interpret the sender message both verbal and nonverbal with as little distortion as possible and it is denoted by k 7 and the last is output is represented by k 8 , k 9 , k 10 . All these five parts are connected in series. Therefore, the failure of any of the five parts causes the total failure of the system. To avoid the tedious calculations, the author has used the Boolean function and algebra of logics to evaluate ability measures for considered system of the whole system has obtained in two different cases as the failures follow exponential time distribution and the failures follow Weibull time distribution. 
Notations
The following notations have been used throughout this model:
States of Input Type I, Type II, Type III respectively. 
II: This notation has used to represent logical matrix.
Reliability of ith component of the system.
(4.12)
Using orthogonalisation algorithm , equation (4.2) may be written as:
Using all these values in equation (4.15) one can obtain:
Using this result in equation (4.1) we have
Since R.H.S. Of equation (4.23) is the disjunction therefore the reliability of considered dual channel logic communication system is given by
Particular Cases
Case I: If the reliability of each component of the given system is then equation yields
CASE II: if we assume failure rate of each component of the complex system be a, then the Reliability of the whole system at time t, is given by
CASE III: If failure rates follow exponential distribution Exponential distribution is a particular case of Weibull distribution for p = 1 and is very useful in numerous daily life problems. Therefore the reliability of this dual channel logic communication system is given by:
The expression for M.T.T.F. in this case is given by
Result and Conclusion
Let a = 0.02 and p = 2 then comparing Weibull and Exponential distribution with increasing time Figure 2 represents the reliability of the whole system at any time t when failure rates follow exponential and weibull distribution critical examination of the graph, reliability Vs time indicates that the reliability of the system decreases at a uniform rate in case exponential distribution whereas it decreases rapidly when failure rate follows weibull distribution.
The mean time to failure of the system for different values of failure rates as impression of graph M.T.T.F. Vs failure rates, shows that in the beginning M.T.T.F. decreases approximately at a uniform rate.
